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A highly autonomous system (HAS) has to assess the situation it is in and derive beliefs, based on
which, it decides what to do next. The beliefs are not solely based on the observations the HAS
has made so far, but also on general insights about the world, in which the HAS operates. These
insights have either been built in the HAS during design or are provided by trusted sources during
its mission. Although its beliefs may be imprecise and might bear flaws, the HAS will have to
extrapolate the possible futures in order to evaluate the consequences of its actions and then take its
decisions autonomously. In this paper, we formalize an autonomous decisive system as a system that
always chooses actions that it currently believes are the best. We show that it can be checked whether
an autonomous decisive system can be built given an application domain, the dynamically changing
knowledge base and a list of LTL mission goals. We moreover can synthesize a belief formation for
an autonomous decisive system. For the formal characterization, we use a doxastic framework for
safety-critical HASs where the belief formation supports the HAS’s extrapolation.

1 Introduction

Nowadays highly autonomous systems (HASs) are already able to work within complex environments
as e.g. the autonomous Tesla cars and the NASA’s helicopter “Ingenuity” demonstrate. On the other
hand, these systems have to satisfy high safety standards. This is especially so for human cyberphysical
systems, where humans and autonomous systems symbiotically cooperate [23]. Accidents like [17, 20]
show that there is still a long way to go before the high safety standards can be reliably implemented.

A HAS faces the great challenge of making good decisions despite an overwhelmingly complex
and dynamic environment. In order to decide what to do next, a HAS builds a belief about its current
situation, usually by combining incoming sensor data with prior data. As this data is often incomplete
and data from different sources may be contradictory, the HAS can never be sure of its current state and
thus deems several variants of the situation possible. The HAS extrapolates the possible futures that
might develop from the current situation. Therefore, it simulates its action alternatives on a world model
that describes the impact of its actions as well as how the environment might evolve. Hence, a HAS has
to take decisions based on beliefs that concern its past, present and future and that can only approximate
the real world.

In this paper, we focus on safety critical systems and formalize the notion of autonomous-decisive
system. We call a system autonomous-decisive, if it can choose its actions based on the contents of
its beliefs and then achieves its goals within the intended application domain. We formalize the notion
within a game-theoretic doxastic framework, where we use the possible worlds semantics [11] to repre-
sent the beliefs of a system. A so-called belief formation function specifies the belief for a given history
of perceptions and the current knowledge base. The latter holds knowledge and hard beliefs. It captures
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constraints that an engineer chooses to enforce on the system’s beliefs (e.g. insights about the applica-
tion domain) as well as statements that the HAS gets from trusted sources during its mission. As we
focus on safety-critical systems, we use a two-player zero-sum reactive game. That is, we consider the
environment as adversarial and the system has to operate successfully irrespective of the environment’s
choices. By considering the belief formation itself as a special kind of observation-based strategy, we
can synthesize a witness belief formation that enables a HAS to autonomously achieve its goals.

Conceptually, the presented formalization will be useful in the early design, where simple and ab-
stract models are considered and decisions about the resources of a system like its sensors and capabilities
are made. The formalism is applicable to any system that has to take autonomous decisions. We imagine
that the application domain and the mission goals are formally described. When during the design the
possible beliefs of the system have been fixed, our framework can be used to examine whether the system
can successfully take autonomous decisions within the targeted application domain. When the setting
does not allow to decide autonomously, the design of its possible beliefs, the system’s sensing capabili-
ties or actions might have to be adjusted. In certain cases, even the model of the application domain has
to be revised [8].

Outline Next we introduce the ingredients of our formal framework. In Sect. 3 we formalize
autonomous-decisive systems as systems that are able to take decisions based on their internal assess-
ment of the situation. We prove that it is decidable whether such a system exists for a given application
domain, available knowledge/hard beliefs, possible beliefs and mission goals. In Sect. 4 we present
related and future work and conclude in Sect. 5.

2 Ingredients of our Doxastic Framework

In this section, we will introduce the ingredients our framework alongside a running example. As a toy
example, we consider the set-up as sketched in Fig. 1(a) where two cars are on separate lanes heading
towards each other. The left car is called ego and is our HAS. It has to avoid collisions and it has to take
the left turn. The right car, other, is uncontrolled (from ego’s perspective).

2.1 A World

We assume that the HAS’s intended application domain is captured via a Kripke structure, modelling
static and dynamic objects and their interactions. This so called design-time world WD captures the
information about the application domain as well as test criteria that the HAS has to master as part of the
development and certification process.

Definition 1 (world) Formally, a world W is a labelled Kripke structure W = (S,Ed,L, I), where S is the
set of states, Ed ⊆ S× S are edges between states, L = LS ∪ LEd where LEd = Ed→ 2Act labels edges
with a subset of the finite set of actions Act and LS : S→ 2AP labels states with valuations of a finite
set of Boolean propositions AP, and I ⊆ S is the set of initial states. Act = Actego×Actenv is a set of
tuples defining the simultaneous actions of our autonomous agent ego and its environment env, which
may include other agents. We assume that the transition relation is defined for all states and actions, i.e.,
∀s ∈ S,∀a ∈ Act,∃e ∈ Ed : a ∈ LEd(e).

In order to express that an action is not enabled at s, W can transition into a dedicated state sundef that is
accordingly labelled.1 A sequence of states π = s0s1 . . .sn ∈ S∗ ∪ Sω is a path in W iff ∀i,0 ≤ i < |π| :

1In this paper any strategy has hence to avoid sundef.
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Figure 1: A simple world WD.

(si,si+1) ∈ Ed. π(i) is the state si, π≤m denotes the prefix s0 . . .sm and last(π) is the last state of a finite
path π . π is initial iff s0 ∈ I.

Example 1 (A world) In our running example, the actions of ego are f, “moving one step forward if
possible”, t, “turn and move one step forward”. Other is either a slow car and moves one tile forward,
if possible, or it is a fast car. In that case, it moves two positions forward, if it is at its initial position,
else it moves one tile forward, if possible. Other’s actions are f and F, “move two positions forward”.
The actions of ego and other are annotated by pale blue and dark blue arrows in Fig. 1(a).

The propositions APpos =APxe∪APye∪APxo with APxe = {xe = i|1≤ i≤ 4}, APye = {ye = i|1≤ i≤ 3},
APxo = {xo = i|1 ≤ i ≤ 4} encode the positions of the two cars, where xe = i and ye = i represent the
horizontal and vertical position of ego, and xo = i represents the horizontal position of other. Its vertical
position is always two. Other’s car type is encoded via the propositions slow (s) and fast (f). We assume
that ego cannot observe other’s car type directly, but it has sensors perceiving other’s colour, which
is either red or blue. The proposition blue (red, fast, slow) is true, iff other is a blue (red, fast, slow)
car. The propositions bluep and redp encode what ego perceives as other’s colour. They are used to
modeling ego’s imperfect colour recognition, while the propositions blue and red encode the true colour
of other. We assume that ego’s colour perception works correctly, when ego and other are less than two
tiles apart, otherwise the sensor switches colours (bluep = ¬blue, redp = ¬red). Let APcartype be the set
{fast, slow, blue, red, bluep, redp}. The propositions in our example are hence AP = APpos∪APcartype∪
{undef}, where undef labels the sink state.

Figure 1(b) shows the Kripke structure of our design time world. States are labelled with the propo-
sitions that hold in the respective state. The label abcdef ∈ N3×{ f ,s}×{b,r}×{bp,rp} encodes that
xe = a,ye = b,xo = c are true and other’s car type is d, its colour is e whereas the perceived colour is f.
The valuations of all other propositions are false. Likewise, the label undef encodes that the only valid
proposition is undef. Edges are labelled with sets of actions. We omit the sets’ brackets. For example,
the label ff denotes the set {ff}, that contains the one action ff, where ego and other simultaneously move
one step forward, if possible. Actions that are not enabled at a state lead to the sink state sundef. We omit
the sink state and sink transitions in the sections that follow. �

2.2 Goal List

Our HAS, ego, has to achieve a prioritized list of goals during a manoeuvre. A goal ϕ is a linear-time
temporal logic (LTL) formula [3]. We denote the temporal operators “globally” by �, “eventually” by
♦, “next” by X and “until” by U. We interpret the LTL formulae over (infinite) traces, which are infinite
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sequences t = t0t1 . . . ∈ (2AP)ω of valuations of AP. Satisfaction of an LTL formula ϕ by a trace t is
denoted as t |= ϕ . A goal list ψ = (Φ,prio) consists of a set Φ of LTL formulae and a priority function
prio : Φ→{1, . . . , |Φ|} where ϕ ∈Φ is more important than ϕ ′ ∈Φ iff prio(ϕ)< prio(ϕ ′). We say that
a trace t satisfies ψ with priority up to n if n is the highest priority up to which t satisfies all goals of ψ ,
i.e., t |= ϕ for all ϕ ∈ Φ with prio(ϕ) ≤ n. A set of traces T satisfies ψ up to n, if all t ∈ T satisfy ψ

up to a priority m with n≤ m and n is the greatest such priority. For convenience we extend goal lists to
include the trivial goal true, i.e., true ∈Φ and prio(true) = 0.

Example 2 (Prioritized Goals) We formalize collision freedom as ϕc = �(xe = 2∧ ye = 2⇒ xo 6= 2),
and ϕt = ♦(ye = 3) expresses that ego eventually does the turn. In order to rule out that disabled
transitions are taken, we use the goal ϕu =�¬undef. The priorities are given by prio(ϕu)= 1,prio(ϕc)=
2,prio(ϕt) = 3.

Let us now take a closer look at what ego should do in order to accomplish its goals. If other is slow,
then ego should not take the turn, but instead it should drive straight on, in order to avoid the collision.
If other is fast, then ego can take the turn and accomplish all its goals. �

2.3 Observations

Ego, being highly autonomous, will take decisions based on the beliefs that it has constructed about the
world in which it operates. Ego derives its beliefs from the observations made so far and the knowl-
edge/hard beliefs it has about the world.

A world is usually only partially perceivable by ego via observations. Observations O are proposi-
tions of WD whose valuations ego can assess and that represent e.g. sensor readings or received messages
from other agents. Observations shed light on WD, but they do not have to be truthful, as illustrated in
Exp. 1, where initially bluep,redp were switched and hence ego does not perceive the correct colour all
the time. Nevertheless, a HAS has to reason about the current state of the world based on its past observa-
tions. Let P be a set of propositions, P⊆AP. We call h a (P-)history of a state s, if there is an initial path π

of W leading to s and h = h0h1 . . .hn is the sequence of state labels along π , hi = L(π(i))∩P,∀i,0≤ i≤ n.
We denote the set of P-histories as HP. We say h is observable iff P⊆O .

Example 3 (Observable History) In our example ego cannot observe other’s position due to a broken
distance sensor, but it can observe its own position and the colour of other, so that O := APxe ∪APye ∪
{undef, bluep, redp}. Given the world of Fig. 1(b), h =114sbrp,213sbbp,312sbbp,411sbbp is the history
along the path s1,s2,s3,s5 wrt AP, whereas 11rp,21bp,31bp,41bp is the observable history wrt O . �

2.4 Beliefs

A belief describes what ego currently thinks. For instance, ego may think that it saw an approaching
vehicle and that this vehicle is a slow car (or a fast car). Depending on the type of car, ego will imagine
different possible future evolutions of the current situation.

Definition 2 (belief, reality) A belief B is the set of alternative realities that ego currently deems possible,
B = {r0, . . . ,rn}. A reality is a pair r = (W,Sc) of a (possible) world W and a set of believed current state
Sc ⊆ S, where any current state is reachable from one initial state but no initial state is reachable from a
current state.

A reality describes possible pasts, current states and futures: pasts are captured by the set of paths
between initial states I and current states Sc, the possible futures are paths from the current states.
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Example 4 (Alternative Realities and Beliefs) To illustrate the notion of belief as introduced above, let
us consider two alternative realities of ego in Fig. 2(a)+(b). The believed past is marked by framing state
labels.
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Figure 2: Two alternative realities of ego

The alternative reality of (a) describes
that other is slow and that ego itself is at
the initial state b0 of that world. In (b)
other is fast and ego is at c1, the “sec-
ond” state of that world. The believed
history is 114fr,212fr. Since a belief
is a set of alternative realities, single-
tons of either (a) or (b) form a belief.
Also, the set of (a) and (b) forms a be-
lief, where ego thinks both alternatives
are possible.

�

Note, ego may believe in possible worlds that are substantially different from WD, since it usually captures
the real world by simplified concepts and rules, that may reflect the inner workings of the application
domain only coarsely but sufficiently. Since a HAS has only finite resources, we assume that the set of
possible beliefs B and the set of possible worlds W :=

⋃
(Sc,W )∈BW are finite. The choice of B constitutes

a design decision within the development process of the HAS.

Example 5 (Possible Beliefs B) Our ego has been designed to represent a certain set of scenarios,
for which it can evaluate what to do by extrapolating the future. Figures 3(a)-(d) sketch a set of the
alternative realities via their initial set-up. The other car may be fast or slow, the road may be up to 6
tiles long, the intersection may be at x = 2 or x = 3, and the start position of other varies from x = 4 to
x = 6. Note, that WD of Fig. 1 is described by Fig. 3 (a). Let ego’s possible beliefs B be the beliefs that
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Figure 3: Sketch of ego’s possible beliefs. If other is fast, it uses the dashed arrow at first and then the
solid arrows. If it is slow, it uses the solid arrow.

canonically evolve from these initial scenarios. �
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2.5 Knowledge/Hard Beliefs

Knowledge/Hard Beliefs are statements with which an engineer equips a system during the system design
or that are provided by certain trusted sources (e.g. a traffic control system) during the HAS’s mission.
We think of statements like (ϕa) “In settled areas the speed limit is 50 km/h”, (ϕb) “I will be on the
highway for the next 20 mins.” or rules like (ϕc) “If A promises to give way, I can rely on it.”. We specify
these statements via an LTL variant, which we call Belief-LTL (BLTL). A BLTL formula ϕ is an LTL
formula that is preceded by either the operator K or B. Kϕ reads as “ego believes that it knows ϕ”. A
belief B satisfies Kϕ , B |= Kϕ , if in all alternative realities of B, ϕ holds on all traces of all initial paths.
Note, Kϕ may hold, although ϕ may not hold on WD. Bϕ is defined as ¬K¬ϕ and reads as “ego believes
that ϕ is possible”. Likewise, we define Kc or Bc on traces from current states. A finite set of BLTL
formulae constitutes a knowledge base K ∈ K. A belief B satisfies K , B |= K , if B |= ϕ holds for
all ϕ ∈K . We assume that ego’s knowledge base varies over time. Therefore, we extend the labelling
function L by LK : S→ K specifying the available knowledge base at a state. Given a history h, Kh
denotes the knowledge base of last(h).

Example 6 (A Knowledge Base) Let ego have the following knowledge base K at all states.
1. ϕz = K�((¬xo = 5∧¬xo = 6)∨undef) (other is at most at x = 4),
2. ϕt = K�(¬xe = 2⇒ (ye = 1∨undef)) (a turn may only be possible at x = 2),
3. ϕi = Kxe = 1 (ego starts at x = 1) and
4. ϕct = K�

∧
t∈{slow, fast}(t⇒ X(t ∨unde f ))∧ (¬t⇒ X(¬t ∨undef))(the initial car type does not change). �

2.6 Belief Formation

Ego updates its beliefs e.g. when it gets new information from its sensors, a clock tick or a message from
another agent. The belief formation function B captures formally how ego builds its belief.

Definition 3 (belief formation function, knowledge-consistent) The belief formation function B, B :
HO ×K→ B, specifies the belief B that ego derives after perceiving history h of observations O ⊆ O
and while trusting in Kh.

We call a belief formation function B knowledge-consistent, if its beliefs satisfy the current knowl-
edge base, i.e., B(h,Kh) |= Kh for all h.

Note, that LK is a mean to define a relation between ego’s beliefs and the ground truth, when the belief
formation is knowledge-consistent. In that case we can for instance specify that the formed beliefs have
to be consistent with the last two observations, or with messages of the traffic control system.

For a history of observations h = h0h1 . . .hn and a history of knowledge bases K = K0K1 . . .Kn,
we denote by B̄(h,K ) the resulting history of beliefs, B(h0,K0)B(h0h1,K1) . . .B(h0h1 . . .hn,Kn). We
usually write B(h) instead of B(h,Kh). Likewise, we write B̄(h) for B̄(h,K ).

Example 7 (Knowledge-Consistent Belief Formation) Let us now see how ego’s belief formation could
be like. Let ego have the knowledge base K of Exp. 6 and let ego also be convinced that a red car is fast,
while a blue car is slow, i.e., ϕb = �(fast⇔ redp)∧�(slow⇔ bluep), so all states of WD are labelled
with K ′ := K ∪ϕb by LK. In order to satisfy K , only beliefs sketched in (a) of Fig. 3 remain possible.
The initial belief of a knowledge-consistent belief formation has to consist of the alternative realities
depicted in Fig. 4(a)+(c). When ego in the real world scenario of Figure 4(b) incorrectly perceives that
other is blue, it will form Bb, the belief of Figure 4(a). Bb expresses that ego thinks it knows that other is
blue and hence a slow car, although it is red in the real world. It moreover captures ego’s expectation of
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Figure 4: The two alternative realities of ego at its initial state (a)+(c); the real world scenarios (c)+(d)
with observable values in bold face type.

how the future will develop. Similarly, Fig. 4(c) shows the belief Br, which ego forms, when it is in the
real world scenario of Fig. 4(d) and incorrectly perceives that other is red.

So, since ego’s perception is mistaken, ego is initially convinced that there is a fast car, when there is
a slow car and vice versa. Ego hence thinks that it should do the turn, when it should not. But ego does
not have to take the decision whether to turn at that time. It first moves one tile forward, while other
simultaneously moves either one or two tiles forward. In both cases, ego then perceives other’s colour
correctly.

Let us say, in retrospective ego is aware of the faulty perception and corrects its belief on other’s car
type and colour. It updates the belief to Fig. 5(a) when it is in the scenario Fig. 4(b), and to Fig. 5(b),
when in Fig. 4(d). Figure 6 sketches the belief formation so far. The observed history 11rp is mapped
to belief B0,1 and 11bp 7→B0,2, 11rp,21bp 7→B1,1 and 11bp,21rp 7→B1,2. The sketched belief formation is
knowledge-consistent. Although ego changed its belief about other’s type, ϕct holds for each formed
belief.
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Figure 5: Possible worlds

Since ego’s beliefs match now the reality, ego is able to assess the best strategy. Ego can develop its
strategy based on its sequence of beliefs, arguing along the lines “Initially I thought the car is red and
fast and that it is a good idea to do the turn. Now I think the car is blue and slow and then the turn is not
good idea, since I would collide with other. Since I believe, that my current belief matches the reality, I
choose to drive straight on.” �

In the above example, the belief is made up of singletons of alternative realities only. The next
example illustrates the use of several alternative realities.
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Figure 6: Sketch of a belief formation function

Example 8 (Alternative Realities) Let us assume that ego is unsure of its own initial position, thinking
that it may initially be at x = 1 or x = 2, as sketched in Fig. 3(a)+(c). So ego deems two realities possible,
when at state s1. In both realities other is red, but in one reality, r1, ego is at x = 1, in the other, r2, at
x = 2. Similarly, ego deems two realities possible when at s6. �
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Figure 7: Sketch of a belief formation function when ego is unsure of its initial position

2.7 Doxastic Model

To summarize, a doxastic model D is given by a tuple (WD,ψ ,K,O ,B,B) of the design-time world WD,
the prioritized list of goals ψ , the knowledge bases K, a set of observations O , the set of possible beliefs
B of a HAS and a belief formation B. The belief formation describes how a system links observations
made within the world WD to the HASs inner representation of the world, i.e. the beliefs B that a HAS
can possibly build. The world WD is considered as ground truth during the design. Later design steps
have to take care of the gap between WD and the real world.
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3 Autonomous Decisions

In this section, we formalize what it means that ego decides autonomously. Ego decides autonomously,
if its decision is the result of ego’s simulative assessment of its actions on content of its beliefs and the
decision is sensible wrt ego’s observations.

Our formalization hence distinguishes between autonomous systems –systems that take decisions
based on the belief content– and automatic systems –systems that play out rule-based decisions that have
been taken at design time. In order to formalize autonomous-decisive we contrast (i) strategies that have
access to ground-truth with (ii) strategies that can only observe the formed beliefs, and (iii) strategies
that run as simulation within the beliefs. The different strategy notions are introduced step by step in the
sequel and an overview of the notions is given in Table 1.

3.1 Truth-Observing and Doxastic Strategies

In our framework, we use truth-observing strategies as reference of what would be achievable, if ego
could directly access the ground truth WD via a set of propositions P. To this end, we say ego implements
a P-truth-observing strategy st : (2P)+→ Actego, if ego chooses its actions based on the history of values
of P ⊆ APd as observed in WD. Implementing st means that ego decides what to do at a state π(i),
reached via the path π in WD, based on L(π≤i)|P, i.e. based on the true past values of P observed thus far.
A truth-observing strategy st together with a sequence of environment actions e ∈ Actωenv determines a set
of traces, T (e,st). Formally, T (e,st) = {t0t1 . . . ∈ (2APD)ω |∃ path π from ID,∀i≥ 0 : ti = LD(π(i))∧ai :=
st(LD(π≤i)|P)∧ (ai,e(i)) ∈ LD(πi,πi+1)}.

Since ego has no direct access to the ground truth, we also formalize that ego decides based on the
history of beliefs. At a state π(i) in WD ego takes a decision based on the history of its beliefs b0 . . .bi that
ego has built along π≤i. Ego implements a doxastic strategy sd : B+→ Actego on WD, if ego chooses its
actions based on the history of its beliefs. A strategy sd together with a sequence of environment actions
e ∈ Actωenv determines a set of traces in WD, just like for truth-observing strategies. The set of traces is
T (e,sd) = {t0t1 . . . ∈ (2APD)ω |∃ path π from ID,∀i ≥ 0 : ti = LD(π(i))∧ ai := sd(B(π≤i))∧ (ai,e(i)) ∈
LD(πi,πi+1)}. Note that a doxastic strategy also depends on observations of the doxastic model D due to
the belief formation B (cf. Def. 3).

Since truth-observing and doxastic strategies both determine traces for a given sequence of environ-
ment actions, we can compare them straight forwardly: Ego achieves ψ up to n on WD by strategy s,
if for all e ∈ Actωenv all t ∈ T (e,s) satisfy ψ up to n. A strategy s ψ-dominates s′ on W , s′ ≤W s, iff s′

achieves ψ up to m and s up to k ≥ m.

Example 9 (Truth-Observing and Doxastic Strategies) As an example of a dominant P-truth-observing
strategy, let us consider the goal list of Exp. 2, the world model in Fig. 1(b), P := {xe,slow, fast} and
the strategy st that chooses to drive straight on, if other is fast, and it chooses to turn, if other is slow (it
maps 1s 7→ f , 1s,2s 7→ f , 1s,2s,3s 7→ f , 1s,2s,3s,4s 7→ f , and 1 f 7→ f , 1 f ,2 f 7→ t, . . . ). Strategy st achieves ψ

up to 2 and is a dominant (P-truth-observing) strategy, since in all cases collision-freedom is guaranteed
and in case the car is slow, no other strategy is able to realize both, the turn and collision freedom.

Let us now define a doxastic strategy sd for a belief formation, as sketched in Fig. 6. Let sd be a
doxastic strategy with B0,1 7→ f , B0,1 B1,1 7→ f , . . . and B0,2 7→ f , B0,2 B1,2 7→ t, . . .. Just like st , sd chooses to
turn when other is fast (B0,2 B1,2 7→ t), and it chooses to drive straight on, if other is slow (B0,1 B1,1 7→ f ).
As there is “no better” strategy, sd is dominant. �

Next, we want to capture that ego chooses its actions based on the content of its beliefs. In order to
motivate our formalization, let us consider the following example.
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Example 10 (Decisions Not Based on the Belief Content) We modify our running example slightly:
Let us assume the colour perception is severely broken and permanently switches red to blue and vice
versa. In Fig. 8 the changed world model is given, and a belief formation is sketched, that derives a
belief that trusts in the colour perception, i.e., if the sensors say the other car is red, then ego believes
the other car is red.
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Figure 8: Sketch of a belief formation function for severely broken colour perception

Let sd
′ be a doxastic strategy with B0,1 7→ f , B0,1,B1,2 7→ f , . . . and B0,2 7→ f , B0,2,B1,1 7→ t, . . .. Just as st

and sd , the strategy sd
′ realizes a turn on WD, if other is fast (B0,2,B1,1 7→ t), and ego drives straight on, if

other is slow (B0,1,B1,2 7→ f ). So sd
′ is also dominant, but sd

′ makes no sense from ego’s perspective. In
case other is fast, ego believes that other is slow, since it trusts its sensors. In this case, ego extrapolates
that doing the turn would cause a collision, but according to sd

′, ego chooses to take the turn. Vice versa,
sd
′ chooses to drive straight on, when ego believes other is fast and although ego extrapolates that taking

the turn is alright. �

3.2 Autonomous-decisive System

We now formalize what it means that ego decides based on the content of its belief. Ego always chooses
an action that belongs to a strategy that is dominant in ego’s current belief B. To capture this formally, we
introduce the notion of possible-worlds strategy. A possible-worlds strategy is a function sp : (2APB)+→
Actego and it is simulated on the alternative realities of ego’s current belief B. This results in “believed
traces”. We define this set of traces in an alternative reality r = (W,Sc) ∈ B for a (believed) sequence
of environment actions e ∈ Actωenv(W ) as T (e,sp,r) = {t0t1 . . . ∈ (2AP)ω |∃ path π in W from I : ∀i ≥ 0 :
ti = L(π(i))∧ ai := sp(L(π≤i))∧ (ai,e(i)) ∈ L(πi,πi+1)}. We generalize the notion of ψ-dominance to
possible-worlds strategies. A possible-worlds strategy sp ψ-dominates a possible-worlds strategy sp

′ in
B, if sp ψ-dominates sp′ in all realities r ∈ B.

Example 11 (Possible-Worlds Strategy) Consider the possible-worlds strategy that chooses to turn, if
other is fast, and to drive straight on, if other is slow, i.e., consider sp with 114 f r 7→ f , 114 f r,212 f r 7→ t,
114 f r,212 f r,221 f r 7→ f , . . . , 114sb 7→ f , 114sb,213sbbp 7→ f , . . . In the belief B0,1 of Fig. 8 ego thinks that it
is at the initial state 114 f r. Ego follows sp by choosing sp(114 f r) = f . In contrast, the belief B1,2 captures
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Strategy tyes:
• truth-observing strategy st : (2P)+→ Actego

observes the ground truth world WD via P ⊆ APWD and takes decisions based on their history; serves as
comparative reference of what is achievable given P could be observed directly

• doxastic strategy sd : B+→ Actego
observes the beliefs to take decisions and takes decisions based on their history; represents the decision
making of autonomous and automatic systems

• possible-worlds strategy sp : (2APB)+→ Actego
captures how a HAS “simulates” its strategies within the alternative realities; decisions are taken based
on the believed history within the respective alternative reality

A strategy s ψ-dominates s′, s′ ≤ s, iff s′ achieves ψ up to m′ but s achieves ψ up to m′ with m′ ≤ m.

Table 1: Strategy types & dominance in a nutshell

that ego thinks to have already made one move and is now at state 212 f r. Ego follows sp by choosing
sp(114 f r,212 f r) = t. �

A peculiarity of possible-worlds strategies is, that they can be indecisive for a belief: A belief may
contain alternative realities encoding even contradictory information. E.g. let us assume that ego is
currently not sure where its goal position is. In the alternative reality r1 its goal position is to its left
while in r2 the goal position is right of ego. Ego’s strategy is to move to the left, when in r1 and to move
to the right when in r2. Since ego deems both realities possible, it cannot decide whether to turn right or
left.

Definition 4 (current-state decisive possible-worlds strategy, current-state choice) A possible-worlds
strategy sp is current-state decisive in a belief B, if sp specifies one and the same action for all the
believed current states of all alternative realities of this belief, i.e.
∃aB ∈ Actego such that ∀r = (W,Sc) ∈ B : ∀ paths π in W : π(0) ∈ I∧ last(π) ∈ Sc ⇒ sp(π) = aB. Let
Act(sp,B) denote the action aB that sp chooses at the current states

⋃
(.,Sc)∈B Sc of B. We call Act(sp,B) be

the current-state choice of sp.

We can now define our notion of autonomous-decisive system. We consider a system to be
autonomous-decisive, if (i) it takes its decisions based on the content of its beliefs and (ii) the result-
ing behaviour is sensible. We capture (i) by requiring that there is a doxastic strategy sd , i.e., a strategy
that can only observe the beliefs. Moreover, sd takes only actions that seem the best choice according
to the simulation within its beliefs. With other words, sd only takes actions that are the current-state
choice of a dominant, current-state decisive possible-worlds strategy. We capture (ii) by requiring that
sd does not perform worse than a strategy that decides based on the made observations, i.e. sd is not
ψ-dominated by a O-truth-observing strategy. We hence require that the belief formation captures the
gist of observations.

Definition 5 (doxastic system, autonomous-decisive system) Let a doxastic model
D = (WD,ψ,K, O,B,B) be given.

A doxastic strategy sd is autonomous-decisively achieving ψ up to n, if sd achieves ψ up to n and it
always follows dominant, current-state decisive possible-worlds strategies, i.e.,
for all observed histories h, it holds that there is a dominant possible-worlds strategy sp with sd(B̄(h)) =
Act(sp,B(h)) that is current-state decisive in B(h).
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A (doxastic) system is a pair S = (D,sd) of a doxastic model D and a doxastic strategy sd . S is an
autonomous-decisive system, if there is an n such that sd autonomous-decisively achieves ψ up to n and
sd is not ψ-dominated by a O-truth-observing strategy.

Example 12 (Autonomous, Non-Autonomous, Automatic)
Let us consider an example of an autonomous ego in the setting of Fig. 6, where the sensor only

initially switches colours, and consider the possible-worlds strategy sp of Exp. 11 (turn, if other is fast,
and drive on, if other is slow). When ego initially evaluates its situation in s1 of WD, it believes that the
situation is as described by B0,1, i.e. other is a fast, red car. Ego can decide to follow sp in B0,1, as it
seems a good choice – sp is dominant and current-state decisive in B0,1. According to its extrapolation,
it would move one step forward, and then it would successfully take the turn. After actually moving
forward, ego evaluates the situation in s2. In s2 ego believes in B1,1 reflecting that ego now truthfully
perceives other’s colour as blue (cf. Exp. 7). Again, sp is a dominant current-state decisive possible-
worlds strategy and determines f as the next move. Along this line, it is easy to see that ego can implement
a doxastic strategy sd that chooses the action that sp determines for the respective B(h).

For an example of a non-autonomous ego, we modify our running example slightly. Let us assume
that ego is unsure of its own initial position, thinking that it may initially be at x= 1 or x= 2, as sketched in
Fig. 7. Let a belief formation be given that evolves the initial beliefs B0,3 and B0,4 analogously to Exp. 7,
that is, ego perceives the correct colour after moving one step forward. The possible-worlds strategy
sp is still a dominant strategy but not current-state decisive, since for example in B0,3 ego would do the
turn at s1 due to reality r2, and it would also drive straight on due to r1. Hence, there is no dominant
possible-worlds strategy in B0,3 that is able to determine one action. Ego cannot decide autonomously.

Note that we nevertheless can specify a dominant doxastic strategy sd for this case, but its actions are
not chosen based on the belief content: Ego chooses to turn after one step when its initial belief was B0,4
(B0,4,B1,4 7→ t), otherwise it drives straight on. This strategy is dominant and could be used to build an
automatic system, where ego just plays out sd . Such a strategy might be useful when an engineer knows
that ego will start from x = 1 but did not equip ego with this information. �

A system that is not autonomous-decisive cannot determine by itself which action is currently appro-
priate. A goal for the design of a HAS is to ensure that a system is autonomous-decisive.

Theorem 1 (Autonomous Decisiveness) Let D = (WD,ψ,K ,O,B), a doxastic model without belief
formation function, be given.

We can decide whether there is a knowledge-consistent belief formation B and a doxastic strategy
sd such that S = (D,B,sd) is an autonomous-decisive system that achieves ψ up to n. If such B and sd
exist, we can synthesize them.

Proof Sketch 1 We build a Kripke structure W ′D such any truth-observing strategy st in W ′D encodes a
belief formation B and a doxastic strategy sd , such that B is knowledge-consistent and sd always follows
dominant, current-state decisive possible-worlds strategies, and if st achieves ψ up to n, also sd does.

We first determine the set of actions Act(B) that an autonomous-decisive system can choose when
currently having the belief B = {r1, . . . ,rn} ∈ B. An action a can only be chosen by a doxastic strategy
of an autonomous-decisive system, if it is chosen by a dominant, current-state decisive possible-worlds
strategy sp for the current states of B (cf. Def. 5). Note that there may be several dominant possible-
worlds strategies for B. We build a single reality rB by the disjoint union of all alternative realities
rB := ((

⋃̇
ri
{Si},

⋃̇
ri

Edi,
⋃̇

ri
Li,

⋃̇
ri

Ii),
⋃̇

ri
{Sci}). If necessary, we can make the realities disjoint by renaming

their states but keeping their structure. In order to judge how well a current-state decisive, possible-
worlds strategy has to perform in order to be dominant, we determine the maximal nm up to which ψ can
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be achieved by any possible-worlds strategy. Therefore, we check whether we can synthesize a strategy
in rB that achieves ψ up to nm = n down to nm = 0, if necessary [21]. Note that in the worst case
only the trivial goal true, i.e. nm = 0, can be achieved. In order to check whether a is chosen by a
dominant, current-state decisive strategy, we first check whether a is enabled at all current states of rB.
If a is enabled, we make a the only choice at the current states. Therefore, we build the modified Kripke
structure rB,a. We replace all arcs from the current states of rB that are not labelled with a by arcs leading
to sundef. If we can synthesize a strategy rB,a that achieves ψ up to nm, a is a current-state choice of that
current-state decisive, possible-worlds strategy. By iterating over all actions, we collect the set of the
actions Act(B).

In order to judge how well the doxastic strategy sd has to perform, we determine the maximal nm

up to which ψ can be achieved by any O-truth-observing strategy in WD. If nm < n, then there is no
(B,sd) such that S achieves ψ up to n. Hence let n ≤ nm. We build the modified Kripke structure W ′D
as follows. If WD has an a-labelled arc from a state s labelled, we keep it only if there is a belief B ∈ B
with a ∈ Act(B) and B |= LK(s) [7]. Otherwise, we redirect the arc to sundef. We synthesize a dominant
strategy st on W ′D [21]. We derive the belief formation B from st by B(h) := B for a belief B with
st(h) ∈ Act(B). We define sd to be the doxastic strategy defined by sd(B̄(h)) := st(h). In case st achieves
n, S is an autonomous-decisive system. Otherwise the truth-observing strategies perform better. �

4 Related and Future Work

Epistemology is the theory of knowledge and concerned with information-processing and cognitive suc-
cess [10, 24]. Doxastic means “relating to belief” [9]. By using the term “doxastic”, we want to stress
that our formalism focuses on beliefs. Note in particular that an alternative reality can vary arbitrarily
from the ground truth WD, and a HAS does not necessarily believe that the ground truth is even possible.
In the epistemic logic literature, the semantics of doxastic languages are often given via doxastic models,
that are special Kripke structures [12]. A doxastic model (S,v,→i) consists of a set of nodes S represent-
ing possible worlds w, a valuation function v : S→ 2AP for the set of atomic facts AP and a belief relation
→i for each player i, that specifies “i deems w′ possible in w” if “w→i w′”. With other words, the belief
of i at w is defined as the worlds accessible via the agent i’s belief relation, →i [12, 19]. In this paper,
we use complex possible worlds instead of the plain nodes of a Kripke structure. Our alternative realities
encode the believed histories, the current states and possible futures. A HAS uses alternative realities to
simulate its strategy in order to decide on its current action. In our framework, a reality constitutes an ex-
tensive form two-player zero-sum game, where the winning condition is defined by the list of LTL goals.
While the possible-world strategies have perfect information on the beliefs, the belief formation, which
we also regard as a strategy, is based on partial observations and the currently available knowledge/hard
beliefs.

A couple of epistemic temporal logics have been suggested for specifying aspects of knowledge
throughout time for multi-agent systems. These logics combine temporal logics with knowledge op-
erators, like KCTL [4], KCTL∗ or HyperCTL∗l p [6]. They are interpreted over Kripke structures. But
since an agent i has its local view, only certain propositions are assumed to be observable, so that an
observational equivalence relation ∼i on the traces arises. “Agent i knows ϕ” then means that ϕ holds
on all i-equivalent initial traces. The alternating time temporal logics (ATL) [1] has been developed for
reasoning about what agents can achieve by themselves or in groups throughout time. In ATL, the path
quantifiers of CTL are replaced by modalities that allow to quantify paths in the control of groups of
agents. ATL is interpreted over concurrent game structures (CGS), which are labelled state transition
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systems. By adding a knowledge operator, ATL has been extended to an epistemic variant, ATEL [15].
To this end the concurrent game is extended by an observational equivalence relation per agent modelling
the agent’s limited view. In contrast to be above logics, a BLTL formula is interpreted on a belief B, i.e.
a set of alternative realities. Since the set of possible beliefs B is finite, a formula Kϕ means the finite
conjunction

∧
r∈B r |= ϕ . But just like the logics above, we assume that a HAS can only partially observe

the ground truth – our doxastic strategies cannot distinguish between histories that are observational
equivalent. Our beliefs, however, cannot straightforwardly be expressed in terms of an equivalence on
the ground truth, since an alternative reality may be a distinct Kripke structure and a belief does not have
to include the ground truth.

The field of epistemic planning is concerned with computing plans (“a finite succession of events”
[18]) that achieve the desirable state of knowledge from a given current state of knowledge [5]. DEL,
dynamic epistemic logic, is a formalism to describe planning tasks succinctly by a semantic and action
model based approach. Epistemic models capture the knowledge state of the agents, and epistemic
action models describe how these are transformed. An evolution results from a stepwise application of
the available actions. In [18] distributed synthesis of observational-strategies for multiplayer games are
considered. While ATEL and DEL allow for reasoning about a combination of knowledge and strategies,
we are interested in the belief formation. We ask whether there exists a belief formation that justifies a
strategy that successfully achieves temporal goals within a given ground truth world.

Properties of belief formation are studied in the field of belief revision and update. Belief revision
is done when a new piece of information contradicts the current information, and it aims to determine
a consistent belief set. Belief updates may be necessary when the world is dynamic [13]. The works in
this field are concerned with rational belief formation, following e.g. some guiding principle like making
minimal changes [13]. In our work, we consider very general belief formation functions, since we focus
on HASs. The belief of a HAS may be determined by a composition of different components, and there
may not necessarily be an entity that ensures that the resulting belief is rational. We imagine that during
the design, requirements regarding the rationality might be specified. So, approaches examining whether
an appropriate belief formation exists might be valuable tools for the development of HASs.

BDI agents are rational agents with the mental attitudes of belief (B), desire (D) and intention (I) [22].
Beliefs describe what information the agent has, desires represent the agent’s motivational state and
specify what the agent would like to achieve, while intentions represent the currently chosen course
of action. These attitudes allow an agent balancing between deliberation about its course of action
and its commitment to the chosen course of action. In our framework, an agent deliberates about its
course of action at each state. We do not enforce commitment to a certain course of action, as we are
interested in whether some belief formation exists. Nevertheless, the framework conceptually allows
capturing notions of commitment, and we plan to examine these in future work. Basically, a chosen
action represents a set of believed best possible world strategies. These can be considered as the current
intent. So, a notion of commitment could require that (some) strategies of the previous belief are still
best strategies in the current belief. An engineer may then specify when a HAS should be committed.

In this paper, we call a system autonomous-decisive, if it can choose its actions based on its belief
content, i.e., when it always chooses actions that it believes can be extended to a best strategy. The
concept that an agent adjusts its actions following the believed most promising strategy is certainly not
new. For instance in [25], Wang et al. present an approach to motion planning for autonomous cars
in competitive scenarios. Ego solves iteratively several rounds of trajectory optimization, whose fixed
point represents a Nash equilibrium in the trajectory space of all cars. In [2], a two player game with
communication is considered, and a generic framework is defined that uses belief revision techniques
to take the communication into account. Player B makes announcements and then player A revises its
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preferences by analysing what its best response would be.
Although we motivated our term of autonomous-decisive by referring mostly to HASs, we think the

term is not limited to systems of a high level of autonomy, like level 3 to 5 of the norm SAE J3016. Our
notion characterizes how a system takes decisions, while the SAE levels classify the interaction between
driver and system. A lot of works characterize notions of autonomous systems. For instance, [14] fo-
cuses on the challenges of a foundation for autonomous systems. According to the authors, autonomous
behaviour embodies five autonomous behavioural functions: perception, model update, goal manage-
ment and planning and self-adaptation. They further state that decision-making is a central aspect and at
the very heart of autonomous system engineering. In this paper, we clearly focus on decision-making.
The paper [26] explores the intelligence and system foundations of autonomous systems. According
to the authors, autonomy aggregates hierarchically from reflexive, imperative and adaptive intelligence.
They consider autonomy as a property that enables a system to change their behaviour in response to
unanticipated events during operation (thereby following [27]) and “without human intervention” (fol-
lowing [16]). Our notion of autonomous-decisiveness ensures that no human intervention is necessary
for the decision-making. As our ego can only partially observe the world, one might argue that behaviour
is unexpected, when observations of the ground truth do not match with the extrapolation of prior be-
liefs. When ego adjusts its beliefs and adopts its behaviour, it hence autonomously adjusts to unexpected
events. We rather envision a different research emphasis to approach his topic. In order to characterize
ego’s ability to adjust to unexpected events, we envision to develop notions of strategic/belief formation
robustness that specify when an application domain differs too much from the envisioned design time
domain to allow ego taking autonomous decisions.

Moreover, we plan to use the framework to tackle the question “What is relevant for the HAS?”,
capturing the trade-off between observations and knowledge when the belief formation is given.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we are concerned with safety critical systems that autonomously assess their situation and
decide what to do based on this assessment. Such HASs operate in overwhelmingly complex environ-
ments and have to deal with partial observability and distorted perceptions. They construct an inner
representation of the world that is based on insights of the world and develops over time, when new
observations are made. We develop a doxastic framework in order to formalize, what it means that such
a system autonomously takes decisions. In contrast to automatic systems, that decide based on their
beliefs how to play out pre-determined strategies, a system decides autonomously, if it chooses an action
that is justified by extrapolation of the system’s beliefs. Given a prioritized list of LTL goals, a given
design context modelled as Kripke structure and given it has been decided on the build-in knowledge
and the system’s possible beliefs, it is decidable whether a belief can be formed that enables a system
to autonomously achieve its goals and we can synthesize a witness. We consider this work as a start to
examining belief formation with respect to HAS’s strategic success.
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